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Abstract 

Advances in communication technology and ecommerce have made the credit card a popular online 

payment method. Therefore, security in this system is highly anticipated to prevent fraudulent 

transactions. Credit card transaction fraud transactions are increasing year by year. In this way, 

researchers also experiment with novels to detect and prevent such fraud. However, there is always a 

need for some strategy to master this trick. This paper proposes a system to detect fraud in credit 

card details using an unregulated neural learning process (NN). The proposed method exceeds the 

existing methods of Auto Encoder (AE), Logistic Regression and K-Means clustering.The proposed 

NN fraud detection method works with 99.87% accuracy while the existing AE, Logistic Regression 

and K Means methods provide 92%, 97℅, and 99.75℅ accuracy respectively. 

Keywords: Unsupervised Learning, Supervised Learning, Fraud Detection, Auto-Encoders, Credit 

Card.CV. 

 

Introduction 

Credit card fraud can be defined as unauthorized use of customer card data to create purchases or 

withdraw money from a cardholder record. Misconduct starts with a credit card when a person 

improperly obtains the number written on the card or important records of the card to be used [1,2]. 

The cardholder, the card issuer and even the card issuer may not be notified of the fraud until the 

record is used for the purchase. With online purchases and online payments already in place, there is 

no longer a requirement for a valid credit card to make purchases. Fraud in online shopping 

programs is a hot topic these days. Fraud investigators, banking systems, and electronic payment 

systems such as PayPal must have an effective and sophisticated system to detect fraud to prevent 

rapidly changing fraud. According to a report by Cyber Source from 2017, the current loss of fraud 

per order channel, i.e., the percentage of fraud losses on their web store was 74 per cent and 49 per 

cent on their mobile channels. Based on this information, we can see what is wrong with all the 

patterns of fraudulent practices that have made changes in the past. The rise of E-commerce business 

has led to growth in the use of credit cards for online transactions and purchases. With the increase in 

credit card usage, the number of fraud cases has doubled. Credit card fraud is the practice of 

fraudulent payments without the knowledge of the cardholder. 

 

Related work 

The volume of internet users is increasingly causing e-commerce transactions to rise again[3]. We 

see the amount of fraud in online sales increasing again. Fraud prevention in e-commerce will be 

developed using machine learning, this task of analyzing the appropriate machine learning algorithm, 

algorithm to be used by Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Neural Network. The test 

result using a confusion matrix achieves the highest accuracy of the neural network by 96 percent, 

the random forest 95 percent, the Naïve Bayes 95 percent, and the resolution tree by 91 percent. The 

Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) is able to increase the F1-Score average 

from 67.9% to 94.5% and the G-Mean rating from 73.5 percent to 84.6%. In the existing system, 

models are built based on Auto Encoder (AE), Logistic Regression and K-Means mergers to measure 

fraudulent and non-fraudulent transactions[11][12][4]. These methods provide low accuracy scores 

and remember scores and robustness due to the high calculation time. 
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Methodology 

K-Means Clustering 

This algorithm attempts to reduce the range of points in the collection with its centroid. The main 

purpose of the algorithm is to reduce the total distance between points and their centroid collection. 

Collection refers to the collection of data points that are grouped together due to certain similarities. 

We need to define the target number k, which refers to the number of centroids you need in the 

database. A centroid is an imaginary or real place representing a collection center. Each data point is 

assigned to each collection by reducing the number of squares within the collection[5][6]. 

In other words, the K-means algorithm identifies the k number of centroids, and then delivers the 

entire data point to the nearest collection, while keeping as few centroids as possible. Select the 

number of clusters k. Select k random points from data as centroids. Now, Assign all points to the 

nearest cluster centroid. Rewrite centroids for newly created collections. Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

 
Fig 1.Workflow of credit card fraud detection system 

Logistic Regression 

Logistic Regression was used in biology in the early twentieth century. It was then used in many 

social science programs. Logistic Regression is used when dependent (targeted) variables are 

categorized. For example, Predicting whether an email is spam (1) or (0), whether Tumor is harmful 

(1) or not (0). 

Consider a situation in which we need to distinguish whether the email is spam or not. If we apply 

line deflection to this problem, there is a need to set a limit depending on what segmentation can be 

made. State whether the actual category is negative, predicting a continuous value of 0.4 and the 

limit value is 0.5, the data point will be classified as incorrect which may lead to negative results in 

real time. In this example, it can be proved that the reversal of the line is not suitable for the problem 

of separation. The rotation of the line is infinite, and this brings the order of things into the image. 

Their value is from 0 to 1. 

 

Types of Backbone 

a. Binary Logistic Backlash 

The answer by category has only two possible outcomes. Example: Spam or not 

b. Imultinomial Logistic Regression 

Three or more categories without order. Example: Predicting which foods are preferred (Veg, Non-

Veg, Vegan) 

c. Standard Operating Processes 

Three or more categories per order. Example: Movie rating from 1 to 5. 
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Auto Encoders: 

Autoencoders are a form of feeding neural networks where input is similar to output. They press the 

input into a low-level code and recreate the output from this representation. The code is a compact 

"summary" or "compression" of the input, also called a hidden space representation. The autoencoder 

has 3 elements: encoder, code and decoder. The encoder presses the input and generates the code, 

decoder and rebuild the input using this code only. Autoencoders are mainly an algorithm for 

reducing (or reducing) that has a few key features: 

Data explicit: Autoencoders can only logically compress data similar to the ones in which they are 

trained. Since they study certain aspects of the training data provided, they are different from the 

standard compression algorithm such as gzip. So we can’t expect an auto-trained autoencoder in 

handwritten digits to compress landscape images. 

Loss: The autoencoder output will not be exactly the same as the input, it will be a near-diminished 

representation. If you want to get lost, this is not the way to go. 

Unsupervised: To train autoencoder we don't need to do anything desirable, just throw green input 

data into it. Autoencoders are considered an unregulated learning process because they do not need 

explicit labels to be trained in them. But to put it bluntly they are watching themselves because they 

are producing their own labels from training data. 

 

Neural Networks: 

A neural network is a series of algorithms that attempt to recognize the basic relationships in a set of 

data through a process that mimics how the human brain works. Neural Networks is used to solve 

many business problems such as sales forecasts, customer surveys, data verification, and risk 

management. It is used conceptually in a mathematical model. It contains a large number of 

interconnected substances called neurons to perform all functions. The information stored in neurons 

is basically the limited communication of neurons. Neural networks are a set of algorithms, 

modeledfreely on the back of the human brain, designed to detect patterns. They translate sensory 

data into machine understanding, label insertion or green input integration. The patterns they see are 

numerical, contained in vectors, in which all real data must be interpreted, be it images, sound, text 

or timeline[7][8][9]. 

Neural networks help us collect and classify. You can think of it as a layer of integration and further 

separation of the data you store and manage. They help to collect non-labeled data according to the 

similarities between sample inputs, and split data when they have a labeled database to train. (Neural 

networks can also extract features that other algorithms of integration and division; so you can think 

of deep neural networks as objects for large machine learning applications that include algorithms to 

enhance learning, fragmentation and deceleration. 

 

Python Web Frameworks 

A web framework is a code library that simplifies the life of a developer while building a reliable, 

scary and sustainable web system. Web frameworks include what engineers have learned over the 

past two decades while designing web sites and applications. The frameworks make it easy to reuse 

the standard HTTP operating code and build projects so that other engineers with framework 

knowledge can quickly build and maintain the application. Frames provide functionality in their code 

or extensions to perform the normal functions required to use web applications. These general 

functions include: 

a. The URL line 

b. HTML, XML, JSON, and other embedded output formats 

c. Data management 

d. Protection against cross-site forgery (CSRF) application and other attacks 

e. Session and recovery session 

Not all web frameworks include code for all of the above functionality. The framework falls into the 

scope of making a single use case to provide all the web framework features known to all developers. 

One frame takes the "battery-based" approach where everything that is possible comes with a bunch 
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of frames while others have a small core package that can work on extensions provided by other 

packages. 

When learning to use one or more web frameworks, it helps to have an idea of what the code under 

the covers does. 

• Frame is a very well-crafted short video that explains how to choose between web frameworks. The 

author has some ideas about what should be the outline. For the most part I agree though I have 

found sessions and ORMs in the database to be a useful part of a framework where it is well done. 

 

Results and analysis 

 From the below picture which is given as the input dataset, we can see how our proposed 

theory on credit card fraud detection has satisfied on use of different algorithms. The below figure 

represents the web application which has four options that includes Home, Load dataset, preprocess 

data, view data, select model and graphs.   

         
Fig 9. Web application home page                   Fig 10. Load dataset(CSV file) 

               
Fig 11.Preprocessing on data                                   Fig 12. View of dataset 

           
                    Fig 13. Selection of model                                  Fig 13. Performance on different      

algorithms applied on data based on 

precision, recall and accuracy. 

The Dataset: Different algorithms were checked against the credit card dataset which has 31 labels. 

Here we have 492 frauds out of 284,807 transactions. The dataset is highly unbalanced, the positive 

class (frauds) account for 0.172% of all transactions.It contains only numerical input variables which 

are the result of a PCA transformation.The dataset is highly unbalanced, the positive class (frauds) 

account for 0.172% of all transactions.It contains only numerical input variables which are the result 
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of a PCA transformation. Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of relevant 

instances among the retrieved instances, while recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of 

relevant instances that were retrieved. 

 

Conclusion 

It is important that credit card companies are able to recognize fraudulent credit card transactions so 

that customers are not charged for items that they did not purchase. The accuracy of supervised 

algorithms that includes logistic regression and neural networks is 99.8010 and 

99.9414 respectively. The unsupervised algorithms that includes Autoencoders and  k-means 

clustering has accuracy of 92.1704 and 97.9506. Neural networks have efficiently worked on the 

dataset taken as it has highest accuracy. 
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